
There are some apps to help you schedule the position of the sun during your day, that can
be really helpful while determining where the ceremony is going to take place. That can

avoid you to be against the light and make your photos pop.

Discover more at www.authentikweddings.com

8 THINGS TO NOT

FORGET AT YOUR

WEDDING

BEAUTY KIT
As you know you already know you are going to
pass trough all type of emotions  that day. So a
small beauty kit with only the essential to make
you shine  again after your vows a or your first

look can be really helpful.

GOLDEN HOUR
The sunset is the moment you don't want to
miss for pictures and videos out of this world. Be
sure to know when it is and arrange your
planning to have at least 30min four you with
your photographer and filmmaker.

BAD WEATHER.
Even if a snowy wedding can be  magic, Be

sure to have a contingency plan if that turns into
a snow storm or rain. Umbrellas, blankets,

heater won't be too much if your ceremony is
outside.   

be authentik.

1- EMERGENCY KIT
Pills, bandages, deodorants, blankets,
everything you'll need to handle small
crisis during that wonderfull day.

TIPS AND TRICKS



ENJOY YOUR DAY
You've prepared for  so long that day, so please
take the time to enjoy it.  Choose a person who
will be responsible of some of the things we've

talked about above. Wedding planners and
wedding coordinator can be really helpful for this . 

REVIEWS
Lot of vendors are going to put their efforts
together to make your day the most perfect.
Some kind words on their social medial could be
one of the best way you can show them your
love and satisfaction. It's often more valuable
than tips for them.

OVERTIME
If your agreements with the vendors doesn't

include unlimited coverage be sure you know
how much charge each vendor for overtime and

prepare a budget for that. It will take a lot of 
 stress away. .

SNEAKERS
You are going to be standing the most
part of the day and dancing all night. Do
yourself a favor, bring a pair of comfy
shoes you'll use during the night to able
to dance and have fun with your guests.

be authentik.


